
About the Organization
This company began in 1977 when one of its 

promoter set out with a small team of assiduous 

minds to fulfil his vision of becoming a leading player 

in the wheels & Castors industry. What began in a 

small industrial shed has transformed into a global 

leader providing cost-effective solutions.

Since then the Company has been growing by leaps Since then the Company has been growing by leaps 

and bounds in all spheres of it's functioning. They 

have built a wide and extensive network of 

distributors across the globe. They have exponentially 

increased their product offerings. They have 

multiplied the employee numbers and brought in 

experts to serve their customers. 
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Challenges

To reduce costs while improving quality 

Respond to customer needs and market demands

Make a profit. 

They were facing problems in:

Increasing and more complex demands from trading 

partners, and growing involvement from overseas 

have made it imperative for the organization to take 

on a larger role in the supply chain. 

Our Dynamics Solution

Automating manufacturing processes helped in 

streamlining operations, increase production & 

saving money. 

Forecasting requires access to accurate, critical 

data. With visibility into real-time data, company 

improved the accuracy of forecasts and better 

managed production

Sharing data is increasingly important in the Sharing data is increasingly important in the 

supply chain. With fast, flexible access to the data, 

company could efficiently share important 

information to streamline interactions and 

maintain optimum productivity.



Business Benefits

About Us

For more Details:

E-mail us at: info@expediens.com

Visit us at: www.expediensolutions.comexpedien

Simplified Manufacturing processes Increased operaonal efficiency

Agile to market demands Improvement in the boom line

Expedien eSoluons Limited is a leading Soware Development and Consulng Company and a trusted Microso 

Partner. Our experse lies in enabling organizaons to realize their business goals, aain customer sasfacon and 

maximize ROI. We broke new ground in the Higher Educaon sector by introducing E-governance soluon. 

Our experse in business funconal areas and in-depth Microso applicaons knowledge enables us to develop Our experse in business funconal areas and in-depth Microso applicaons knowledge enables us to develop 

scalable soluons for complex business problems by deploying these applicaons rapidly. We provide 360-degree 

ERP consulng services so you get benefit from our hands-on implementaon and organizaonal change 

experience, resulng in a more informed and pragmac decision.


